
 

 

 

Dreamdoors 
to Your Soul‘s Path  

 

with Sabina Poulsen and Marianne Verny 

July 10th – 12th 2015 in the Czech Republic (near Prague) 

 

 

In this Seminar, we invite you to work with yourself, offering and guiding you through different 

dream-doors to access and explore areas of your unknown soul-territory through Altered States of 

Consciousness. 

Our dreaming is like a vast river, flowing anyhow, whether we are aware of it or not. Certain 

techniques like “journeying with the drum”, the “medicine walk” in nature or “vector walking” 

allow us to follow that dreaming by allowing altered states to rise. A certain ritualized structure of 

time and space creates safety, a beginning and an end. This way, we stay awake while navigating 

the dreaming flow. 

Every participant chooses a personal focus like a dream, the childhood dream, a body symptom or 

any other disturbing issue, that seems to be important and deals with it through these different 

approaches. In the end, each participant will mend the different strings to a connecting spiderweb 

telling a story of his/ her soul-path. 

 ~  

Location: Myskuv mlyn, www.myskuv-mlyn.cz . Contact: open@dreamdoors.cz . Price: 115/130€ for seminar* 

*Expected additional cost for accommodation and meal 65 €. All information you can find on www.dreamdoors.cz 

~ 

 
Marianne Verny, Med. Pract., Dipl. PW, Psychiatrist and Psycho-

therapist in own praxis since 1987, Lecturer, Supervisor and Training-

Therapist of Processwork Centers in Zürich, Bratislava and Adjunct 

Supervisor of Hanuman-Institute Berlin, Mother of 2 adult daughters, 

walking the path with the drum and the timeless myths for many 

years, still deeply wondering…  

| www.marianneverny.ch | 

Sabina Poulsen, Dipl. PW, Mindfulness teacher, working as Psycho-

logist in my own practice since 1986, Former Teacher and Training 

Therapist of Process Work Center in Zürich, Supervisor, Trained in 

different shamanic practices, Teacher of Seminars around Meditation 

and earth-based psychology. Mother of 2 adult sons with special 

needs, and still trying to follow my personal songline… 

| www.sabinapoulsen.ch |

 

 

 

Seminar is organized by GEKON o.s. 

This event is part of the project Empowered Facilitators : From Social Tension to Creativity and Community sponsored by LLP - Grundtvig 


